The CAD application suite for fluid professionals

Tracéocad : expert
and pragmatic
The applications of the AUTOFLUID 10 suite accelerate and simplify many aspects of your projects. Specialised in HVAC, hygiene,
plumbing, medical and industrial fluids networks, they help
you draft networks with rigourous precision while helping you
meeting your deadlines.
Now you can configure, draft and dress all your plans in a few
mouse clicks. You can insert components and texts in tables
automatically, configure equipment terminals, compute pressure drops and draw openings more efficiently than ever. For
your BIM projects, AUTOFLUID lets you or your collaborators
set up and generate drafting backgrounds from the architectural
model and create 3D networks easily, without learning REVIT.
These are some of the functionalities packed in AUTOFLUID 10
that will save you precious time.

In this latest edition, AUTOFLUID 10 brings a new level of productivity to engeneering practices in the HVAC flield. Thanks to its
new routing options AUTOFLUID 10 now covers all your needs
in network CAD. The structure and interface of the software suite
can house more applications to compute pressure drops, to create
express cross sections or even transform 2D networks into 3D for
importing into BIM models.
And, true to its user-friendly reputation, AUTOFLUID 10 is now
even simpler to use.

AUTOFLUID 10
even more efficient
& functional

AUTOFLUID,
leader on the
French market

Receive
personalised
training

Developed
by users,
for users

With more than 13,000 licences
sold in France to this day, we
have become leaders in the field
of CAD software for fluid professionals.

Although AUTOFLUID comes
with very clear instructions,
training is valuable to users
who want to benefit fully from
using it in their own field.

Professionals in the fields of
HVAC engineering and sanitary,
widely use our applications and
recognize unanimously there
quality and ergonomics.

At Tracéocad we aim to stay in
touch with your real needs as
users. Therefore our training
can be tailor made to fit your
existing projects.

We’re in the perfect place to
observe and answer your needs
because we belong to the
same professional field as you.
Feedback form our colleagues,
our clients and from training
sessions are seeds of innovation for us. These insights help
us remain at the forefront of the
industry.

As it is becoming the norm,
French technical high schools
and University IUT modules
which lead to a degree in HVAC,
now train their students on
AUTOFLUID.

The number of participants at
each training session is kept to
a minimum to ensure you get
the best out of it.

Following on the tracks of this
success, Tracéocad are now
pursuing international growth.

As a result, some of our bigger
clients have reported gaining up
to 80% more productivity when
using AUTOFLUID on their projects. Drafting time is significantly reduced with improved
reliability. Complex pieces are
automated so that the risk
of error is virtually removed,
making the plans checking
much easier.

BIM and 3D,
not complexity
AUTOBIM3D is taking a lot of
the complexities out of working
on BIM projects, making it easy
to build on the precision and
reliablity of your 2D drawings
drafted with AUTOFLUID 10.
RVT-Connect, our free plugin for REVIT lets you, or others
working on the same project,
export each floor from architectural models in a simple
and reliable way. Then, they
can be worked on in 2D, and
the networks converted into
3D in .IFC or .RVT format, to be
embedded into the BIM model.
A real shortcut that ensures
the quality of your networks
drawings remains.

FOR ALL TYPES OF PLANS

FOR TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

The AUTOFLUID 10 pack contains 5 applications
of the suite. It features all the necessary tools for
drawing any type of 2D fluids networks.

The AUTOFLUID Lt 10 package is a combination
of AUTOGAINE and the single line drawing tools
from AUTOTUBE & AUTOSAN.

FREE PLUG-IN FOR REVIT

FOR AIR-CONDITIONING

FOR PIPE NETWORKS

AUTOGAINE 10 computes and draws in single
line and double line modes with precision. The
application handles circular and rectangular
ducts, vents and accessories in ventilation and
air-conditioning installations.

AUTOTUBE 10 computes and draws pipe
networks and tap fittings in single line and double
line modes. The application handles parts at real
scale according to the accuracy class, to the PN
and to the type of material.

AUTOSAN 10 computes water supply networks
and draws complete supply and drain
pipework in single line and double line modes.
The application also handles bills of materials.

FOR CROSS SECTIONS

PRESSURE DROPS COMPUTATION

3D SOFTWARE

AUTOCOUPE 10 creates cross sections generated
from 2D plans, for the purpose of synthesis and
spatial analysis.

DZETACAD 10 can compute pressure drops
directly from AUTOCAD, BricsCAD or ZWCAD
with minimal effort. It handles air and fluid
networks designed with the AUTOGAINE or
the AUTOTUBE programs.

Generate 3D networks from 2D drawings created
with AUTOFLUID. The 3D files which are saved in
.IFC or .RVT format, are editable with all common
3D modelling software and compatible with all BIM
projects.

A tool bar specifically designed for REVIT for
members of a BIM project to feed the 3D model
with networks created in 2D, using AUTOFLUID..

FOR PLUMBING

AQuelques
few of AUTOFLUID’s
références AUTOFLUID
references
PUBLIC CONTRACTORS
SNCF - HOPITAUX UNIVERSITAIRES DE GENEVE
LEGRAND INDUSTRIE - RATP - AEROPORTS DE
PARIS
ENGINEERING
JACOB - GESYS - INGEROP - SFICA - PINGAT
SETEC - GRONTMIJ
COMPANIES
SPIE – TUNZINI - LEFORT FRANCHETEAU
COFATECH - HERVE THERMIQUE - SNEF
UTB - 3IA - BOUYGUES BATIMENT – EIFFAGE

WORLDWIDE
BG INGENIEURS CONSEILS Switzerland
BOUYGUES UK		
UK
COFELY AXIMA		
Belgium
SOGEST 			Algeria
LM PROJECTOS 		
Portugal
CEGELEC 			
Maroco, Polynesia…
BARBANEL 		
Libanon
VENTEC 			Maroco
SOGAFRICFROID 		
Gabon
SAUDI TECHNICAL 		
Saudi Arabia
SOLUTECH 		
Senegal
MINERG 			Switzerland

PART OF STUDENT’S TRAINING AT:
LYCEE MAXIMILIEN PERRET Alfortville
LYCEE JEAN MOULIN
Angers
IUT EVRY-BRETIGNY
Brétigny
LYCEE DIDEROT 		
Marseilles
IUT DEPARTEMENT GTE
Pau
LYCEE CANTAU 		
Anglet
LYCEE RASPAIL 		
Paris
LYCEE LA MARTINIERE
Lyon
LYCEE GALILEE 		
Cergy
LYCEE LOUIS VICAT 		
Souillac
LYCEE JEAN MONNET
Montrouge
CFA 			Cannes

Product finder

DRAWING'S BACKGROUND MANAGEMENT
PIPE SIZE COMPUTATION
CIRCULAR DUCT ROUTING
RECTANGULAR DUCT ROUTING
SMOKE EXTRACTION DUCT ROUTING
HEATING PIPE ROUTING, METAL
HEATING PIPE ROUTING, PVC
HEATING PIPE ROUTING
PIPE SET ROUTING

PRESSURE DROPS MODULE
CROSS SECTIONS MODULE
3D MODULE
.IFC EXPORT FORMAT
RVTConnect
OPENINGS MODULE

QUANTITIES
TERMINALS
NETWORK CROSSINGS

TEXTS
DIMENSIONING
DRAWING LAYOUT
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